
Marshall Mode EQ In-Ear
Headphones (Black/Brass)
106767

The Mode EQ features customised drivers for huge
sound in a small package.

Mode EQ Switch
No two people are identical, which is why there are two different EQ settings on the Mode EQ. Use the first EQ setting
for warm, bass-heavy sounds. Use EQ II if you prefer your music to be brighter with an emphasis on the mids and
highs.

Big Sound, Small Package
The Mode EQ’s compact design and maximum sound output might just make them the best in-ears on the planet.
Customised drivers have been fitted into the Mode EQ’s tiny frame to produce a well-balanced audio that boast a clear
midrange, extended highs and deep bass.

Microphone and Remote
Using the Mode EQ to receive phone calls and control music is a breeze. Click once to answer incoming calls or hang
up, as well as to play and pause your music. Click twice to fast-forward your music and three times to go back.

Perfect Fit and Classic Design
The Mode EQ features the iconic Marshall logo on the cable clip and Marshall M logo on its earphones. Ears come in
all shapes and sizes, which is why the Mode EQ comes with four different size sleeves so you can find the perfect fit.

Durable Connection
The Mode EQ’s L-plug design offers a more durable connection to your device. The plug is compatible with any music
player that receives a 3.5 mm jack.

No More Tangles
Having to untangle your headphone cord is rubbish, which is why Mode EQ comes with a rubber-coated, tangle-
resistant cord.

PRODUCT DETAILS
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Colour
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Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 0.018

Packsize height: 16

Packsize width: 9.5

Packsize length: 5.2

Headphone features

Headphone type: In Ear

EAN: 7340055309400

Manufacturer number: 04090940

Product weight: 0.018 kilograms

Pieces per master carton: 4 Piece
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